Industry-specific
Solutions:
Facilities Management
•	Dedicated consultants that specialise
in the Facilities Management (FM)
industry who understand pressures
faced by organisations of all sizes

•	Cost effective solutions which
enable improved efficiencies
and customer satisfaction

• Industry leading technologies which

streamline document workflows and
improve information management
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FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
SECTOR OVERVIEW
FACILITIES MANAGERS ARE EXPECTED TO DELIVER
HIGHER SERVICE LEVELS WHILST REDUCING COSTS.
£

Today more than ever, building occupants are increasingly demanding
more. They want to interact with their surroundings in an intuitive way and
be fully supported so that they can be as productive and comfortable as
possible. However, buildings represent one of the largest operating costs,
which organisations are constantly under pressure to reduce. These two
goals – improved quality verses reduced cost – are often seen as mutually
exclusive, balancing these is an ongoing issue for the FM industry.

THE NATURE OF TECHNOLOGY IS RESHAPING THE WAY
ORGANISATIONS WORK.
Many corporate buildings still include the infrastructure required to
manage large fixed cable networks, the increasing use of high capacity
wireless networks and the rapid increase in mobile devices is reshaping
technical requirements of many organisations and their FM provider. Even
for desk based roles, laptops are now the norm. Organisations look to
facilities management to enable mobile working as standard to ensure
they maintain pace with development and stay competitive.

CUSTOMER & EMPLOYEE CSR EXPECTATIONS ARE
RISING, AND SO ARE ASSOCIATED COSTS.
Every organisation is actively working to act in a sustainable manner. While
most already have energy efficient, lighting, heating and other
technologies in place, many see room for improvement. However, there is
often resistance to serious infrastructure change to achieve these goals
when cost is high and Return On Investment (ROI) is unsure. Facilities
managers need to identify opportunities that impact positively on CSR
whilst demonstrating low investment or a clear cut and reasonable ROI.

ORGANISATIONS ARE FACING INCREASED REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS.
Due to higher scrutiny and tighter regulations, companies have started
looking for facilities managers and providers that can help them protect
their existing investments, minimise interruption and deliver added-value
from new and existing initiatives. Increasing pressure from health and
safety regulatory bodies is also putting companies under pressure. It is
common to outsource regulatory compliance to FM service providers with
service level agreements (SLAs) that include penalty clauses for violations.
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WHY TOSHIBA
PRINTING SOLUTIONS?
Toshiba has consistently pushed the boundaries of
what’s possible – facilitating new ways of working
and helping to make businesses around the world
more efficient and competitive.
As a result, we are the world’s most trusted provider
of industry-targeted solutions that help increase the
value of ideas and information. We help
organisations enhance their operational and
financial performance and improve the customer
experience by transforming the way they capture,
process, manage, display and share information.
Our consultants are specialists in their chosen
vertical sectors. Dedicated facilities management
specialists operate an open-book, understanding
the pressures faced by facilities managers and
providers of all sizes.
This expert knowledge of FM specific processes
(i.e. cost reduction, sustainable process
implementation, enabling business mobility etc.)
enables our consultants to take our solutions
beyond raw Managed Print Services (MPS) delivery
into advanced process automation which turns
fragmented, silo driven workflow processes into
cohesive, centrally managed strategies that simplify
working methods and optimise time. Empowering
facility managers, facilities providers and business
employees, all whilst delivering money back into
front line activities.

Getting results with business analysis.
Before we make any recommendations, we take the
time to understand exactly how your business
works and how you carry out day-to-day activities.
This method provides a thorough understanding of
existing data workflows and processes, identifying
how back office activities affect market-facing
events.
So how do we do it?
Our specialists ‘scratch the surface,’ to understand
how your organisation operates and identify key
operational pain points. This all helps to build a
comprehensive picture of how your team works, so
that we can then record and challenge the
processes as part of our business case
development.
Once this data has been collected and analysed, we
provide a clear plan of action, identifying all the key
organisational issues to be addressed. The findings
allow for the development of comprehensive
strategies based on sound logic, containing fully
justified ROI expectations.
It also means we can identify exactly how investing
in pioneering technology could lead to real business
change, rather than simply achieving short-term
gains.

We help you deliver a better customer
experience.

TOSHIBA.
YOUR SOLUTION
TO BUSINESS
CHALLENGES.
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CASE STUDY:
SPIE MATTHEW HALL
About SPIE Matthew Hall

Solution

With a history dating back to 1848, SPIE Matthew
Hall is a leading UK building services and facilities
management company.

Toshiba’s consultants carried out a detailed
assessment of SPIE Mathhew Hall for an indepth understanding of the business. Based on
the assessment Toshiba then recommended an
innovative mix of monochrome and colour printers
and MFPs, wide format printers and industryleading solutions.

Operating across the UK, it provides a range
of multi-technical and support services from
mechanical and electrical design, installation and
commissioning, to long-term maintenance and
facilities management.
Print Fleet Issues
SPIE Matthew Hall were facing increased costs
from their existing print fleet and increasingly
complex document managament with drawings,
bid documents and reports being produced on a
large scale. They also have a number of project
sites which change on a regular basis, they need a
print solution which has the ability to react quickly
to these changes. With storage and availability of
devices essential to provide best-in-class services
they are known for; SPIE Mathew Hall need a print
fleet which is flexible and easily accessible.

Benefits
>> Increased flexibility with an ‘always ready’ fleet
managed and maintained by Toshiba
>> Reduction and enhanced tracking of print costs
through innovative solutions
>> Printed documents can be digitised into
editable files at the touch of a button with
e-BRIDGE Re-Rite
>> All devices are delivered carbon neutral through
Toshiba’s Carbon Zero Scheme

For more information please contact us:
TOSHIBA TEC UK IMAGING SYSTEMS LTD
Email
info@toshibatec.co.uk
Website
www.toshibatec.co.uk

Sources: The Daily Telegraph, Business Reporter – Today’s facilities management challenges – 2016; ISS - The 4 key trends driving growth in the Facility Management
industry –2016; ISS – Perspectives on the FM Market Development – 2014; PWC – Facilities Management, A Quieter Revolution, 2014.
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